Made by Pen
Alas | Nick Rennie

Alas
Alas designed by Nick Rennie is a wall hook that is unlike any utilitarian hook currently available. It is
a clean-lined work of art that allows hanging of clothing or other belongings on the wall, while
allowing the user to decide the vertical angle of the presentation—either the small or large arc of
the design can be positioned toward the top. Additionally, Alas plays with light, utilising a
translucent composition that throws off light reflections and provides the visual interest of
shadowing on the wall.

Made by Pen
Made by Pen (Pen) is an Australian-based design studio that creates original, architecturally
inspired-products through a unique collaborative process. Partnering with Australia’s most
passionate designers and architects Made by Pen’s vision is to continue to make Australian design
world-renowned. At Pen, we strive to produce pieces which are seamless, fluid and balanced in
design. We match innovation with creative flair and translate this to its simplest form, in order to
create unambiguous beautiful designed pieces. Our ambition to make the places we work, live and
play, more functional, beautiful and evolved.

Nick Rennie
A leading figure in Australian design landscape, Nick Rennie explores design that takes its inspiration
from interaction with everyday items. To breathe new life into the repetition of domesticity, and to do
it in a way that engages and evokes an emotional reaction, is the very essence of Rennie’s
professional ambition. Nick has worked with international design brands such as Normann
Copenhagen, Porro and Ligne Roset.

Fully recyclable polycarbonate plastic

Dimensions

Component Materials

H195mm x W150mm (largest) and W90mm (small) x D5mm

Fully recyclable polycarbonate plastic.

Pricing

Colour

Name

SKU Code

Functions

Professional price ($AUD)*

White | Greenery | Smokey Grey | Seaglass Blue | Amber
Wall Hook White

Wall Hook Seaglass Blue

Delivery
& Timing
Information
Wall Hook
Smokey
Grey

rotated.
ALAS-WH Vertical presentation can be 48.40

RRP ($AUD)*
60.50

ALAS-WH-BL

48.40

60.50

ALAS-WH-SMProduct Warranty

48.40

60.50

Wall Hook
ALAS-WH-RD
Currently
thisAmber
product is out of stock. Please enquire
at
We offer 12-month standard48.40
warranty. However,60.50
at
hello@madebypen.com
run and
Pen our intension is to buy once,
Wall Hook Greenery regarding next production
ALAS-WH-GR
48.40buy well so we60.50
lead-time.
would love you to contact us after the warranty period
Wall Hook White Set of 3
ALAS-WH-WH-3
114.40
143.00
has passed to correct any irregularities or if you would
like to update any parts.
Wall Hook Seagalss Blue Set of 3
ALAS-WH-BL-3
114.40
143.00
Wall Hook Smokey Grey Set of 3

ALAS-WH-SM-3

114.40

143.00

Wall Hook Amber Set of 3

ALAS-WH-RD-3

114.40

143.00

Wall Hook Greenery Set of 3

ALAS-WH-GR-3

114.40

143.00

Prices are correct as at February 2020
* Prices inclusive of GST

Made by Pen Studio
8 Hilton Street, Clifton Hill,
Victoria, Australia 3068
MadebyPen.com
made_by_pen

